OPTIONS (ADD OR REMOVE):
- 30" X 30" X 10" TOP TIER DISPLAYS W/DRAWERS
- P.O.S. PLATFORM

34"

38" CLEAR (48" CLEAR TO MAIN COUNTER

TOP OF LIGHT FRAME 82" FROM FLOOR

TIGER DRYLAC 49/70200 IRON GLIMMER P3

TENANT SIGN 4.5" X 17.33"

BACKLIT POSTER GRAPHIC 40.125" X 14.25" (CLEAR IMAGE

ORGANIC WHITE 4600 CAESARSTONE COUNTER

FORMICA 6362-NG CONCRETE FORMWOOD

TOE KICK TIGER DRYLAC 49/70200 IRON GLIMMER P3

TYSONS RMU 2018 - Base Unit w/ Top Tier
sand mountain, inc 4-6-18
TYSONS RMU 2018 - Base Unit w/Top Tier + Optional Glass Display Case
sand mountain, inc.  4.06.18
ADD-ON GLASS DISPLAY CASE
WITH LED LIGHTING -
OVERALL Fixture DIMENSIONS:
54"W x 24"D x 30"H (actual
glass case is 52"W x 21"D x 15"H)
FRONT GLASS PULL OUT TO ACCESS
INSIDE CASE

TYSONS RMU 2018 - Base Unit w/Optional Glass Display Case
sand mountain, inc 4-6-18
ADD-ON CLOTHES BAR FIXTURE FOR MERCHANDISING HANGING CLOTHES.
OVERALL FIXTURE DIMENSIONS: 54”W x 24”D x 30”H
TOP OF CLOTHES BAR FROM DISPLAY FLOOR 56”
ADD-ON END SHELVES FIXTURE
OVERALL FIXTURE DIMENSIONS:
54"W x 24"D x 30"H
12" SHELF + 16" SHELF